Poster is a visual presentation of your projects or researches. In fact, poster is one of the educational – notational media. The best poster is one that can establish necessary communication in minimum time.

You must prepare the poster in English.

The poster size: 100cm height, 70cm length (portrait) and it must be integrated.

Preparing colorful or white and black poster is optional.

Choosing poster background color is optional but try not to use chromatic colors to make the text more legible.

**Colors’ usage**
IF you prefer a colored background poster, it’s better to use colors such as grey, ivory, light pink or lemon-colored. Otherwise, using white background with dark colored tables or pictures is preferred for more emphasize. you can Also use borders with opposite colors for tables, but , it is necessary to know that using too much various colors can confuse the visitor . It is suggested to use or colors.

**Proposal applications for poster design**

1-Microsoft office publisher

2-Microsoft office Power Point

3-Adobe Photoshop

Try not to use picture as background.

Use pictures ,related to the conducted research work, in the poster and avoid using miscellaneous pictures seriously.

**Scientific frame of poster**

A poster must include title, author(s) names and their address below their names, introduction, materials and procedures, discussion, results and sources.

Avoid additional explanations in the poster text. Presenting some parts of the text in the form of charts and diagrams can add more interest to the poster.

The introduction includes question propounding, importance and precedents for investigation.10percent of the poster context should be occupied by introduction.

Materials and procedures, including explanation of experiment(s) stages along with statistical assessments and formulae presentation, must at last occupy 25 percent of poster context.

Results, discussion and final conclusions, including the summaries of attained results, interpretation and practicable usage should at last occupy 60 percent of poster context.
Index of sources should occupy 5 percent of the poster and must be inserted on the basis of seminar frame.

**Size of different parts**

Title of the article in poster should be written by “B Titr” font and size 44.

Author(s) names should be inserted below the title by the order of first name and last name. The Writer address should be marked below the names; and the agent’s name should be underlined and defined by star mark with electronic e-mail address.

Poster text (including introduction, materials and procedures, discussion and results) should be typed by “Times New Roman “font.

**Important notes**

Participants who their article has been accepted in the form of lecture do not need to prepare poster.

It is essential for presenter to have seminar card and pin that on clothing during the time of poster presentation. You must certainly install your poster at the place of related code.

Receiving certification for article presentation in the seventh International conference, Yazd academic festival of reproduction medicine and the second Genetics congress depends on poster installation or lecture presentation.

To prepare a poster format, download a poster sample from congress site

**Poster sample**

PowerPoint file should be inserted

**Posters presentation schedule**

Will be announced subsequently
Awards

The first Top poster: (the amount of) five million Rials and the congress statue.

The second Top poster: (the amount of) four million Rials and the congress statue.

The third Top poster: (the amount of) three million Rials and the congress statue.

Contact us

Contact the number below if you have questions related to poster.

(+98)035 38247085 infertility center – Mr.Qasemi Or Stay connected with email addresses below

Qasemisaeed@yahoo.com